
THE PLANET D E E P  S C A N
VINTAGE / LO-FI / SCI-FI / DARK AMBIENT KONTAKT LIBRARY

                                                                b y   A t o m   H u b

The Atom Hub spaceship has returned to the Planet.
This time the Planet has been explored with much more sensitive gear: detectors,

telescopes and scanners. What they have found will keep scientists busy for years. 

Strange. Dark. Evolving. Unsettling. Weird. 

The wide spectrum of data obtained has introduced us to an everchanging,
exotic world unlike others. 

A vast amount of controversial data and weird signals of all sorts have been
collected, and categorized with great effort, in order to find the answers to all those

questions previous researchers posed... 

Is IT communicating with us? Is IT... living? Who are THEY?
Is there ANYBODY at all? 

Help the scientists to find out. Help them to understand. 
 

Try to communicate... maybe what is needed is... music.



Details

- 24 bit / 44,1 kHz wav format
- 1,2 GB installed
- 22 basic patches consisting of 4 layers
- 74 patches derived from basic ones
- 30 multi patches 
- custom made looped sound textures using hardware synths and fx units
- great for creating unusual soundscapes, atmospheres, evolving audio textures 
- strong vintage / lo-fi / sci-fi approach
- Flanger, Phaser, EQ, Filter, Stereo
  Limiter, Delay, Reverb, Attack, Release controls 
- Kontakt 5.5.1.451 and up full version  required

About The Planet Deep Scan

Immerse yourself  in  the vintage sci-fi  audio  world  of  The Planet  Deep Scan,  successor  of  the
acclaimed ambient library, The Planet! In contrast to the previous sample collection and its mostly
dreamy and mellow approach, The Planet Deep Scan focuses on a dark, textural content aimed at
easy, intuitive creating of evolving sound textures and soundscapes in a vintage, lo-fi fashion. An
ideal tool to set the dark atmosphere, for creating surreal, unsettling audio backgounds, providing a
"bed"  for  your  composition.  Dark  spaceship  corridors,  weird  signals,  noises  of  unknown
apparatuses, signs of alien lifeforms... it all can be found inside this library, whose ambition is to
take you out there into space and let you explore the... unknown and incomprehensible.

All sci-fi lovers are very welcome and warmly greeted!

A lot of original mostly synth samples effected and merged in various hardware and software units
were used in making this library. All samples are tuned and looped, destined to play long, slow
backgrounds most of all, but you can find a few which can be used in a more “solo” manner.
All  sounds are  of  a  dark,  gloomy nature,  with  occasional  cracks,  hiss  and hum, so everybody
looking for similar kinds of audio samples will be pleased.

What is what and how to use it

This library contains 22 patches consisting of 4 audio layers. I call them “Scans”. Scan 1 and 2 are
of harmonic, tonal nature, scan 3 and 4 are sounds of unidentified nature – effects, noises, weird
signals. Each of them has its own dedicated volume knob and contains an audio sample, which is
silent when knob is turned fully to the left and gradually gets louder when turned to the right. For
complete info, please look at the picture below explaining the user interface. 

Note also, that hovering your mouse cursor over each knob or switch (the little blue dots) will
display a help text in the bottom part of the window (if you have the “info feature” - (i) pictogram -
activated in Kontakt) Be also aware of the possibility of setting any knob to its default position by
pressing CTRL and clicking with your mouse cursor over it (PC users) or command-clicking (MAC
users).



General User Interface – Effects

1. EQUALIZER – Low, Mid and High frequencies adjusting
2. ENVELOPE (Attack and release) to adjust start and length of a sample
3. FILTER – Cutoff, Frequency and Band Width set up
4. STEREO – increases or decreases the stereo panorama
5. FLANGER – giving sound some movement
6. PHASER – phasing, twirling the signal
7. DELAY – echoes signal almost endlessly
8. REVERB – well, just imagine a world without reverb
9. LIMITER– last help, if too loud :-)



PATCHES

The Planet Deep Scan consists of 22 main patches - stored in the BASIC folder. Each of these 
patches consists of 4 original sounds. Every patch contains a different set of samples. Load and 
explore these patches, alter them and save the results in the USER folder to store them safely, 
preserving original patches intact. In the DERIVED folder you will find 74 additional patches 
derived from the patches of the BASIC category - these can immediately find a place in your 
production, or serve as an inspirational starting point for creating your own soundscapes. Then you 
will find another 30 multi patches in MULTI folder – these are combinations of more than one 
patches, giving you even more sound designs to use immediately. Every patch has a unique name, 
which loosely associates with the character of its sample set, or describes loosely what it sounds 
like to help you choose the right one to work with. 

BASIC



DERIVED

MULTI



Enjoy The Planet Deep Scan ! 

Thank you heartily for your support. Please don´t resell, upload or duplicate the library or its parts 
in any form.

Feel free to subscribe to AH newsletter on atomhub.net pages for occasional info and goodies :-)

contact: info@atomhub.net

Mato Huba

Www.atomhub.net
Www.facebook.com/atomhubsamples
Www.soundcloud.com/atomhub

http://Www.atomhub.net/
http://Www.soundcloud.com/atomhub
http://Www.facebook.com/atomhubsamples

